
Dudley Volunteer Awards 2016 
Nominee: DIYYA Project Volunteers ID No:  015 

Volunteers with [if applicable]: DIYYA Project 

Years volunteering Age 
Individual/Group 

Award 
Proposed Category 

4-5 25+ Group Community Action  

Volunteering Activity: 

Run a youth and social club, manage courses, supervise trips, functions, community 

events. Participate in any project that will benefit families in our local area. 

Reason for nomination: 

Approximately five years ago we set up a DIYYA Project with only three volunteers 

including myself. The aim was to tackle rising concerns and issues which were 

affecting isolation, poor health, lack of community cohesion, no activities our 

community. Gradually as our work progressed and people began to see positive 

changes, more and more women began to join us. In total we are 14 unpaid 

volunteers. 

They are all an inspiration for me, because as I began to know them on a personal 

level, each and every one had an unfortunate story behind them; domestic abuse, 

physical illness, mental issues, disabled children, no confidence or self-esteem, no 

skills, strict cultural barriers and so on.  

 

What makes them all so special for me is even with these personal problems that they 

had on the homefront, they have managed to take time out and dedicate their hard 

work in improving the quality of lives of other women in our local area. 

As well as personal difficulties, we have had to overcome many obstacles and 

prejudice from within our own community, mainly from the opposite gender. 

Together as a team we have helped and comforted each other, boosting each 

other’s confidence and self-esteem. I have seen each one blossom throughout the 

last few years; which has enabled us to become stronger and address situations with 

full confidence and positive results.  

 

For all the hard work and dedication they have given to DIYYA, not once have they 

ever asked for anything in return or hardly ever complained about their duties and 

responsibilities. Taking into consideration what is happening in their personal lives, 

DIYYA I believe is maybe a form of relief and distraction, which they have converted 

into positive energy to serve and benefit others in our community. 

 

Before DIYYA was established there were very limited activities and services taking 

place in the Lye area. In collaboration with many other health professionals and 

organisations we have successfully run and still continue our weekend youth and 

social club, mid-week courses, trips all year round, fun days during holidays, 

functions/events etc. 

None of these services are possible to organise or run without the support of our 

volunteers. Each activity has to be supervised/managed by volunteers to help 

achieve successful results. 

 

We would definitely not be at the level of success we are today without all my group 

of volunteers. They are the back-bone to our organisation DIYYA Project! 

 


